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Welcome & Introductions
Please share your name, organization, 

and title in the chat

Ice Breaker
If you could be a cartoon character or 

a superhero who would you be?
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Housekeeping Items
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1. Remember to keep your mic on mute 

2. Be open and respectful of all 

collaborative voices

3. Please place all questions in the chat



Introductions

Edna Navarro, Birth to Five Illinois

Regional Manager Chicago 1-A

Candace Moore

Director of Early Learning for the Mayor’s Office



• Welcome and introductions

• Review ECRC vision statement

• Purpose and role of ECRC

• Review ECRC work to date

• Plans and priorities for FY23

• Proposed governance structure

• CECIDS (Christina Krasov)

• Workforce (Sandy De Leon)

• Birth to Five Illinois

• Announcements and Q&A

• Adjourn
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Agenda





Purpose, Role, and Goal of ECRC 

Purpose

● To build a coherent prenatal to five system that provides equitable access to the 

supports and services families need.

Role

● Advise the Mayor’s Office, Chicago Public Schools, Department of Family and 

Support Services and other relevant city agencies on priorities and activities related 

to building a strong early learning system in Chicago.

● Provide a space for transparent and timely sharing of information and resources.

● Provide a platform for supporting collaboration across the early childhood 

community in Chicago

Goal

● Co-design a strategic plan for implementation of a strong system that ensures 

equitable access to quality services and positive outcomes for all children.  



ECRC: Where We’ve Been

● COVID-19 Pandemic (March 2020-present)

● ECRC Working Group Launch (August-November 2020)

● ECRC Landscape Summary and Strategy Map Completed (April 2021)

● State Regional Council Announcement (April 2021)

○ ECRC postpones strategic planning in order to ensure alignment with new state initiative

● Major Landscape Shifts (Summer 2021)

○ New Head Start Awards announced

○ Leadership Transitions in the Mayor’s Office

● Family and Community Engagement Committee Convened (Fall 2021-Spring 2022)

○ Final recommendation presented to Mayor’s Office and Birth to Five Leadership for 

consideration

● ECRC/Birth to Five Launch (April 2022)

● Period of Staffing and Planning for ECRC/Birth to Five (April 2022-October 2022)

● Reconvening ECRC/Birth to Five (October 2022)



ECRC: Where We’re Going Next: FY23

● Establish regular meeting cadence 

○ ECRC Advisory Council Quarterly

○ Executive Committee - Monthly

○ Committee - Monthly

● Finalize ECRC Governance Structure

○ Form working committees, nominate, and appoint co-chairs

○ From Executive Committee

● Set priorities

○ Co-construct a one-year action agenda that identifies short-term projects to 

support the field

○ Establish a strategic plan timeline

● Collaborate with Birth to Five Illinois on Regional Scan for the state

○ Finalize selection for Family and Action Councils



Every Child Ready 
Chicago Advisory 

Council

ECRC 
Executive 

Committee

Access Committee

Quality Committee

Birth to Five Action 
Council

Birth to Five Family 
Council

Workforce  Committee

Project 

Facilitator

Leadership & Decision 
Committee

Data & Research  
Committee

Funding Committee

Family & Community 
Engagement

Proposed Governance Structure



CECIDS 101



What is CECIDS?

● CECIDS stands for Chicago Early Childhood Integrated Data System 

● It is a cloud-based platform for efficient, timely analysis and reporting of integrated 

EC data 

● It builds on successes of Data Warehouse and CPS/DFSS data integrations

● It relies on an innovative Public/Private Governance model involving multiple ‘Data 

Governors’

● It is an ongoing effort that will help ensure broader use of early childhood data –

from parents to providers to advocates. 



Why CECIDS: Using data to improve systems for all Chicago children

* These numbers based on pre-pandemic  2019 ISBE reporting. 

We need to more closely target childhood outcomes and 
the prerequisites that go into achieving those outcomes 

• We know we have access desserts in certain 
neighborhoods, especially for infant / toddler 
programming 

• We know that Chicago’s early childhood system at 
large prepares only 28% of children adequately for 
school* 

• Despite millions in public dollars spent annually for 
early childhood in Chicago, there is no consistent, 
actionable measure of quality

• There is an early childhood teacher shortage

• Parents do not have necessary tools to decide what 
program is best for their child

Chicago communities need complete and accurate early 
childhood data in order to maximize and equitably 
drawdown additional city, state, and federal dollars

• City Hall can use CECIDS data to inform the early 
childhood allocations in the future city budgets.

• The Governor’s office for Early Childhood has 
projected the need for $12B annually for early 
childhood across the state. 

• Whether through competitive grants or large-scale 
legislation, there may be opportunities for additional 
federal funds, if Chicago is prepared. 

For Children For Communities
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CECIDS is 
not just a 
‘data 
warehouse,’ 
but a smart, 
new 
platform



CECIDS requires a three-pronged infrastructure

Modern 
Technology

Leveraging modern 
technology with 
integrated, timely 
data to inform 
solutions 

Connecting Data to 
People and Communities

Leveraging  the Data Governors 
leadership in early childhood to 
begin generating citywide demand 
for using data towards better 
childhood outcomes and elevate 
community and family voices to 
understand underlying causes

Catalyzing additional private & 
public investments to sustain 
CECIDS in 2023+

CECIDS is changing the data landscape through…
In 2022-23, the focus is…

Public / Private 
Governance

Creating 
comprehensive 
stewardship of child 
outcomes through 
public / private 
governance



FALL/ WINTER

Conduct follow-up 
series to inform next 
generation of data tools 

Begin refining data 
tools based on 
stakeholder feedback

FALL

Citywide views become 
available 

SPRING

Operational dashboards 
turn on

WINTER

Legal Agreements 
executed

Identify and ingest data 
into secure NIU cloud 
DW

Install existing 3Si code

Preview initial data 
tools

Inform stakeholder 
engagement plan with 
those data tools

CECIDS initial data products 
(contingent on data availability)

2022 CECIDS Timeline



CECIDS Executive Committee

CECIDS Technical Infrastructure
NIU as Technical Administrator

DATA GOVERNORS TIER

DFSS Head Start
(1 as Co-chair)

Identification of Head Start programs is 
representative; more than 5 may participate

CPSINCCRRA –
Birth to Five Illinois

STAKEHOLDERS TIER

ISBE

GOECD

CHICAGO
COUNCIL

MANAGER

CITY
(Co-chair)

IAFC
(SDA 6 CCR&R)

PRIVATE 
CARE REP

FFN REP AT-LARGE
(Research)

AT-LARGE

AT-LARGE
(Parent)

AT-LARGE
(Philanthropy)

*3rd Co-Chair elected from 
full membership

CDPH

DATA GOVERNORS
CONSULT

IDHS



CECIDS Delivery Team

CECIDS Technical Infrastructure
NIU as Technical Administrator

CK Impact Strategies



Guiding principles 

Pursue greater visibility into the needs and experiences of all children birth through five in Chicago.

Use data as a powerful tool to achieve more equitable outcomes for children, and more equitable distribution of resources where they are 
needed most.

Ensure that the voices of communities and families are integrated into the effort throughout, from informing the measures selected, the 
collection of data, to creation of research agendas, to governance, to usage. 

Build trust in a data governance model with well-defined roles and decision-making protocols, as well as clear and transparent processes 
for ingesting, analyzing, and sharing data with stakeholders.

Ensure data are made available to all early childhood stakeholders, including families, program administrators, funders, advocates and 
policy-makers, in ways that are most valuable to them.

Establish a clear and transparent delineation of what data, statistics, and findings can be shared publicly to the extent allowable under 
state and federal law.

Leverage the latest technology to allow greater real-time access to data across the system in forms that are accessible and actionable. 

Build data literacy and analytic capacity, at all levels, to contextualize information and identify root causes of inequities. 

Promote use of data for continuous quality improvement to track outcomes and achieve goals and support policy and practice priorities

Comprehensive

Equity

Accessible

Trust

Capacity

Improvement

Innovative

Transparent

Inclusive

As Chicago institutions and entities committed to using data to achieve better early childhood outcomes, we agree to the following guiding 

principles that describe the human capital, commitment, and effort it takes to translate the data into meaningful policy and practice change.



2022 CECIDS Data

Modern technology to create 
integrated, timely data that 
informs solutions 

● Building a secure analytical 
environment in the cloud 

● Reducing redundant data entry to 
improve data quality

● Implementing shared APIs / data 
portals for more streamlined data 
acquisition and integration

● Deployed two initial data products in 
2022 Operational Dashboards

Citywide Analytics

Launched 
May 2022

Launched 
September 
2022



Citywide views



CECIDS Data Elements (high-level)

Population Data Service Data Provider Data

Census data helping to define each 
neighborhood’s population and their 
related demographics.
● Location
● Age
● Income
● Labor force participation

Child level records from Head Start 
grantees
● Enrollment
● Funding details
● Attendance
● Assessment results (TS Gold and 

CLASS)

Provider data from Head Start grantees
● Site details
● Funded slots
● Staff information

Child level records from Chicago Public 
Schools
● Enrollment
● Attendance
● Assessment results

School information from Chicago Public Schools
● School detail

Aggregate subsidy records from IDHS
● Enrollment counts by age and provider

Provider data from IDHS
● Address and name
● Licensed capacity

Provider data from the DCFS Sunshine database
● Licensed provider information from the 

public portal

Provider data from INCRAA 
● QRIS



2021 REFLECTON

ECRC Meeting

OCTOBER 2022



EMPLOYER COUNCIL

Chicago Early Childhood Workforce Partnership Co-Chairs:

Anita Andrews-Hutchinson

Chief Operating Officer at It Takes A Village 

Bela Moté

Chief Executive Officer at Carole Robertson Center for Learning

Leslie McKinily

Interim Chief, Early Childhood Education at CPS

Employer Council Members:

ADA S MCKINLEY COMMUNITY SERVICES INC

ASIAN HUMAN SERVICES

CHICAGO COMMONS ASSOCIATION

CHILDREN'S HOME & AID SOCIETY OF ILLINOIS

CHRISTOPHER HOUSE

CONCORDIA PLACE

EASTERSEALS SERVING CHICAGOLAND &

GREATER  ROCKFORD

EL HOGAR DEL NINO

EL VALOR CORPORATION

ERIE NEIGHBORHOOD HOUSE

EYES ON THE FUTURE CHILD CARE

GADS HILL CENTER

HENRY BOOTH 

MARILLAC ST. VINCENT FAMILY SERVICES INC 

METROPOLITAN FAMILY SERVICES

ONWARD NEIGHBORHOOD HOUSE



Three Key Strategies 

If we create strategic 

partnerships with local higher 

education institutions, then we 

can create pathways that are 

more affordable, achievable, 

valuable, attainable and 

ultimately lead to increasing the 

degree attainment for our 

incumbent workforce. 

If we advocate for teacher pay 

parity with CPS (and in doing 

so, acknowledge that pay 

parity requires the PEL), then 

we can retain and ultimately 

attract more teachers. 

Pathways Compensation Pipeline

If we have better pathways to 

degree completion and we 

increase compensation, and 

we also create new talent 

channels and collectively bring 

awareness to opportunities 

then we can attract more new 

teachers into the profession. 

Increased degree 

attainment

Increased teacher retention

Increased 

Compensation

Decreased pay inequity
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Birth to Five Illinois Region 1-A

www.birthtof iveil.com

• Staff Introductions
• Council kickoff (purpose, member 

engagement, etc)
• Council selection
• Family Council recruitment
• More info visit 

https://www.birthtofiveil.com/region1a
• Sign up to receive updates here

https://www.birthtofiveil.com/region1a
https://www.birthtofiveil.com/region1a/#subscribe


Next Steps

● Next meeting is in January

● Between now and then expect:
● Regular meeting cadence 

● How to sign up for committees

● Communications from ECRC about where to ask questions, updates, etc.

● Feedback on governance structure

● Watch for follow up information in your email and the ECRC website
○ Signing up for committees

○ Distribution list

○ Feedback surveys



Thank you!
Please put your contact 

information in the chat


